Affirmative Action Alliance
Now Awakening; We The People!
AAA Home

NOTE: click here for the translatable version of the Affirmative Action
Alliance Home Page.

Watch This Short 13 Minute Whale of a Video to See
How a Group of Sadistic Traitors Plan to Flee the USA
When (Not “IF”) WE THE PEOPLE Begin “Killing Them in
the Streets!”

0:00

Download “When Do We Leave?” HERE (93 MB .mpeg video)

An important (critical) 3-4 minute message from the Affirmative Action
Alliance coordinator David Allender;
I’ve canvassed well over 10,000 websites during the last 5 years while researching “the
group” in that video and can now say without question our sites have become the most
truthful and informative ones on the net at this time. When you’re done here feel free to
tell me if I’m wrong! (Use the “Contact Us” button at the top of the page.)

Firstly, this is for EVERYONE, that includes college students, housewives, the elderly and
even children who are old enough to comprehend it, ALL AMERICANS deserve and
need to know the truths herein which is why EVERYTHING FROM START TO
FINISH IS 100% FREE TO EVERYONE.
Now, I’m of course fully aware that video and the rest of this first page are disturbing and
dense but that is what allows them to have an impact and to be short. This guarantees a
massive level of awareness in the briefest amount of time possible for ALL my fellow
Americans such as YOU. The thing about awareness is this; it is the first AND MOST
NECESSARY STEP to overcoming ANY problem.
Hence, simply learning a few big truths is the first step to bettering all our lives, this
country and our world, it’s also the first chance YOU’VE ever had to participate in
changing things! (Many will not understand that statement YET) And FYI; we now have
a very doable plan ALONG WITH HEAVY BACKING OF AN EXTREMELY
POWERFUL INDIVIDUAL, NOW THERE IS REAL HOPE!
You will soon realize this isn’t bad news, this is GOOD NEWS, the best you’ve ever
received because it can save YOUR life while opening big doors to a much better future for
mankind and life on earth! This is 100% POSITIVE because it’s all about ACTUAL
CHANGE, not the kind we’ve been promised from a worldwide group of evil, pathological
liars straight out of the Bible and Quran.
And on that important subject, please take serious note that this biblical group has been
repeatedly exiled from over 100 countries throughout history! Now, recall what
the woman in the video referred to as “scary prophets” and “end times“? Well, it’s scary to
them because this is THEIR END which they’ve been conniving and struggling to avoid
since time began. 2016 is the beginning of the famously prophesied “end times”
from every major religion on Earth! But it’s not negative for anyone of
goodness, for us it’s the beginning of OUR future without them!!!
And ever so rightly! Due to their mass propaganda, brain washing and dumbing down of
Americans, most will not know it but this group alone is responsible for nearly every kind
of hellish activity on earth imaginable. War, Genocide, Torture, Poverty, Inequality, Fear,
Hate, Division, Massive Deceptions, Disgusting Immoralities and all of the worst cases of
Corruption in Corporate, Political and Religious spheres. (Recall the report card in the
video? ALL because of them!) This is why they have to go!
Now many have heard of supposed conspiracy “theories” about martial law and FEMA
Camps but guess what, this is precisely what that video was about . . . they are quite
real! If you have ANY doubt, download the “US Army’s 326 Page Internment and
Resettlement Operations Manual“ for all the proof you’ll ever need on that subject.
(It’s thoroughly detailed with highly sophisticated military terminology which I myself
took 2 full days to read/comprehend so others don’t have to)
In summary; our leaders and their puppets have been keeping the lid on the real
reasons for these military plans which is primarily to semi-safely remove and relocate
many millions of their “members” along with their operatives, supporters and
sympathizers from America (and various other societies around the globe as they

awaken to this “problem”). NOW PAY ATTENTION; This is EXACTLY what
happened in WW2 Germany when the German people began awakening to
THE VERY SAME PROBLEM. The corrupt German Govt under the control of
Hitler (an “AshkeNAZI” jew) was assigned the task of rounding up “his
people” for safe keeping into “internment camps” while awaiting
immigration, mainly to Palestine and America! Do you get it?
THE GERMAN PEOPLE WERE RIOTING AND KILLING MEMBERS OF THE
VERY SAME SUBVERSIVE GROUP IN THE STREETS EXACTLY AS THAT
PSYCHOTIC WITCH IN THE VIDEO JUST TOLD YOU THEY EXPECT WILL
HAPPEN AGAIN. What they don’t know is there will be no “immigration” to
another safe haven, they have ALL been played by the real elites, this is it for
them! AFTER 100+ CASES OF SUBVERSIVE COLONIZATIONS AND EXILES
FROM EVERY CONTINENT ON EARTH OVER THE LAST MILLENNIA,
THERE IS NO MORE USE, FOR THEM!

AND THAT IS WHY THIS IS CALLED “END TIMES”,

THIS IS THEIR END!!!
This is what the woman in the video meant by “not wanting to wait until the end”. They
don’t want to end up in internment (FEMA) camps and NEITHER DO YOU. This is one
initial function of the Affirmative Action Alliance, to officially and publicly separate the
good from the traitors and assure the good aren’t mistaken for traitors by military officials
in upcoming operations across North America. If you’re one of us, the Affirmative Action
Alliance is the only organization we know of that’s here to protect YOU and YOURS while
also speeding up this process of exposing and incarcerating them before they succeed in
killing and/or permanently oppressing the rest of We The People.
That said, DO NOT FEAR. You’ll soon learn the individual who’s backing us truly is
very powerful, deeply embedded and for reasons we won’t disclose quite yet, literally
cannot be defeated! All that’s required of We The People is to educate ourselves and each
other, organize small AAA teams around the country and take some simple, SAFE and
LEGAL preventative action by voting with our first ballot! (This is how you’ll
empower upstanding members of law enforcement, AAA officials and other
key figures with the authority to begin taking REAL ACTION for all of us.)
And one last message which you’ll see is repeated occasionally as a good reminder;
everything you do, or don’t do in life, is a choice. Doing something is a choice. Doing
nothing is a choice. All choices have ramifications, some positive, some negative. Some
extremely rewarding while others are destructive and/or shameful. Being good, doing the
right things, protecting YOUR freedoms, securing YOUR future and saving YOUR life is
YOUR CHOICE. No one else is going to do this for you, not your mother, father, sister,
brother, husband or wife, not me, not the AAA and most certainly not the truly evil
leaders of our current government. (Some will still think the word “evil” sounds far
fetched, foreign or silly, until about 5 minutes from now . . .)

And that brings us full circle back to gaining awareness, the entire point of the following
4 pages here at the Affirmative Action Alliance is to begin empowering YOU with with
some highly useful and poignant awareness for the first time in your life!

Welcome to the Affirmative ACTION Alliance, Enjoy the
Truth!!!

Let us begin by exploring a few of the plans this evil biblical group of bigots had
concocted to kill BILLIONS of innocent peoples around the globe INCLUDING A COUPLE
HUNDRED MILLION AMERICANS LIKE YOU who they anticipate would otherwise have
“killed them in the streets” for their murderous crimes against humanity.
Firstly, regarding all the brainwashing and propaganda that has everyone
believing rising food costs are due to food shortages, caused by global warming,
because our planet is overpopulated, and only 8,000 miles in diameter; (Uh huh,
those are ALL lies, especially that last one, just wait until you read our “Big Issue” of the
Goyim Gazette!);

Until then, consider these 3 FACTS;

FACT 1. The USA alone has about 900 million acres of farmland.

FACT 2. ONE acre can easily feed 25 people with high quality foods for a
year. In the worst of situations, 1 acre could “easily maintain the lives” of double that, or 50
people per year with more focus on traditional mainstays of certain higher yielding crops.
(This is true, have a look how much food is normally produced on just one acre!)

FACT 3. 900 million acres x 25 “useless eaters” (what your “leaders” call YOU)
= 22.5 Billion. Hence, there was already enough farmland established in
America alone, to feed 22.5 billion people very, very well (or 45 Billion in lessor
fashion) not just the mere 7 billion living today!!! AND REMEMBER, THAT’S
ONLY CONSIDERING AMERICA’S PRODUCTION WHICH IS JUST ONE TENTH
OF THE WORLD’S!

Bonus FACT. The Georgia Guidestones . . . is a granite monument erected by
“the group” (which that psychotic bitch in the video above is from) in 1980, Elbert County, Georgia. A
set of 10 guidelines is inscribed on the structure in eight modern languages, and a shorter message is
inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient language scripts: Babylonian, (Take serious note of
that particular biblical language!) Classical Greek, Sanskrit, and Egyptian hieroglyphs.

Have a quick peek at one example on the guidestones of how “the group” mocks We The
People with satanic/pagan sun worshiping crap;

The Georgia Guidestones were erected by “the group” on March
22nd, 1980 . . . and 3/22 is the spring equinox, a notable date/number for
pagan/satanic religious rituals, often blood sacrifices, burning sacrifices
(“holocausts”) or killings of innocents in any number of other ways;

Note; 3/22 is the number of Yale’s satanic/masonic “Skull and Bones” club where many top
members of “the group” are indoctrinated for use as political puppets such as both the
Bushes and John Kerry, Obama’s Secretary of State. There are many satanic rituals carried
out on 3/22 every year, all involving the sacrificing of innocent lives of We The People;

That was a satanic ritual, period. The Health Care Bill didn’t help We The People, it’s
designed to make folks ruin their credit scores in order to get treatment for their illnesses,
which of course results in much higher interest payments on future loans (more profits to
banking members of “the group” and more oppression of WTP) as well as millions of
premature deaths. As you’ll see, it is all intentional, and they know we’re going to be
“hanging them in the streets” soon!

Instead, “they” have intentionally depleted nearly HALF of our fertile soils by growing
toxic, GMO corn used for ethanol which as you’re about to learn, is not at all what we’ve been
told. (also, we won’t go into alternative engines using FREE and PERFECTLY SAFE
fuels such as Hydrogen for which the technology has existed well over a decade) Ethanol
is all about depopulation (murder) NOT saving the environment!

And ALWAYS remember; just because tens of millions of Americans say they’re
christians, muslims, atheists or ect. doesn’t mean they really are!!! (Yes, really,
10s of millions of these traitors secretly walk among us and we truly are living out some of
the most bizarre stories ever written in 1,000s of ancient texts from around the world! This
has all been prophesied by dozens of the greatest and most famous “seers” from every
religion across history and they all tell us “Their Time Is Up” right now!!! So, just keep that
in mind while learning more and exposing “them”, THIS IS VERY, VERY GOOD
NEWS!)

As for the remaining half of America’s farmlands, 70% are used to produce
food for livestock (cows, chickens, pigs, etc) which “they” have popularized eating among a
nation of brainwashed people who would otherwise have leaned towards healthier, humane,
abundant and far more affordable vegetables, legumes, fruits and grains just like nearly
every other society of indigenous peoples across history, prior to being colonized and
subverted by these bloodthirsty, war mongering psychopaths.
Now keep in mind we’re not an animal rights activist group and also know this
author was raised as a meat and potato eating Nebraskan. But the hard to
accept fact is we obviously aren’t made to eat flesh. It’s a massive LIE that we’ve
all been programmed with, see for yourself;

We’re herbivores by nature and omnivores for survival at best! The thing is, if you tell a
young enough child that an animal had to be killed so they can eat it, 99% will say NO! We
had to be brainwashed by “this group” into the constant, unnecessary and unhealthy eating
of flesh. And guess what, surprise, surprise, it helps sicken and kill us
prematurely while also consuming valuable farm lands which causes more
malnutrition, starvation and death of We The People elsewhere! Check out these 5
quick facts;

Humans on plant based diets . . .
1. Haul around an average of about 30 pounds less FAT than flesh eaters.

2. Have an average of 44% lower LDL cholesterol. (also, studies have shown high cholesterol
is reversible with a plant based diet)
3. Enjoy about 8 years more life, during which they are also healthier and hence more
productive and happier.
4. Have higher metabolisms that tend to make them more active along with burning calories
up to 16% faster which means they get to enjoy eating more good foods!
5. Get more of the important vitamins and minerals such as potassium which nearly ALL
Americans are deficient in. (the list of other deficiencies common to flesh eating human
beings would go on a long time)

But what about PROTEIN you say? Well, that’s another blatant lie “they” have brainwashed
us with. Just a couple FACTS about plant-proteins;
1. They are far superior to animal proteins because they have cancer-fighting phytochemicals,
good fiber content and also tend to be low in fat with ZERO bad cholesterol.
2. A normal person only needs up to .36 of a gram of protein per pound of body weight. This
equals about 56 grams or just 2 ounces on average for males and just 46 grams for females.
Take a look at just a few examples of how easy it is to get these superior plant-proteins vs. the
unhealthy ones from meat;

By the way, that 3rd one TVP stands for “Textured Vegetable Protein” obtained from plants
such as soy to make “soy curls” or “soy chips” which have a very similar texture to chicken.
(Many restaurants such as Taco Bell and Taco Johns use soy protein because it’s cheaper
and is legal to still call it beef as long as not more than 60% soy.) And while this author isn’t
totally vegan quite yet, (I still do some dairy) I can attest the soy curls are nothing short of
excellent in tasty vegetable soups, casseroles and stir fries! The truth is, breaking the “flesh
eating habit” isn’t that hard with all the veggies and alternative foods available these days.
It’s purely in one’s mind, one’s brainwashed mind.
Here’s a few telling examples of some weakly, malnourished 100% vegans;

Maybe it’d be a good time for a reminder from the Bible . . . Isaiah 66:3;
“He that killeth an ox is as if he slew a man; he that sacrificeth a lamb, as if he cut
off a dog’s neck; he that offereth an oblation, as if he offered swine’s blood; he that
burneth incense, as if he blessed an idol. Yea, they have chosen their own ways, and
their soul delighteth in their abominations”.
And the really disgusting/evil part about this subject nowadays is the little known hellish
reality of “Factory Farming”. FYI; Many of the largest U.S. factory farms are now
owned by the Chinese government where the worst of abuses occur to animals of all
kinds, including Dogs and Cats which are sold as a delicacy.

They’ll even tortuously skin them alive with hot tar in front of the buyer for free. . . .

That is not unlike how this sick and insane biblical group slaughters cattle. They hang or spin
them upside down (an extremely painful and terrifying thing for the animal) and then cut
out their larynx so they can’t scream while running around bleeding to death in pools of
blood.

It’s all done in heartwarming tradition and “By the Book”. (Their religious book, which is so
secret, it tells them we are animals and to kill any of We The People who read it)

The leaders of China and the USA (and nearly every other country on earth at present) are
from the SAME biblical group! Have you guessed who they are yet? What group of sick
individuals promotes doing this insane crap to defenseless animals?

Those cats and dogs aren’t the only ones, they do the same sort of horrible things to all kinds
of defenseless animals. Chickens have the distinct pleasure of getting swung around by their
feet or wings for an entire day to atone for the sins of each of the sick turds from this biblical
group of nutters;

Then the same old torture again;

NOTE: If animals are going to be used to serve humans in any regard, do you agree they
should at least be able to exist in their natural environments and enjoy the company of their
parents, siblings, offspring and others during their servitude? We hired an artist to spend an
entire workweek coming up with what could be argued to be the best info-graphic in
existence on this subject of the food we eat. If you want to begin undoing a little more of the
psychological programming we’ve all been subjected to, take 5 minutes to view “The Truth
About Factory Farms” by clicking here or on the kissing cows pic below; (it will open in a
new page so you can come back here to where you left off)
We think this is how it’s supposed to be!

In regard to our animal friends, the thing about “the group” who owns all our media, runs
our government, education systems and churches is this; Not only are they cruel and
heartless murderers of animals AND US, they’re also complete, textbook
psychopaths who are also pathological LIARS! John 8:44 “Ye are of your father the
devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and
abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh
of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it”.
And of course, as Peggy Star (The AAA’s co-founder) has found out the lies this group tell
include some of the most important facts about ancient history. (Her commentary about it is
below the 2nd issue here) For instance, even though those of Abrahamic faiths (Christians
and Muslims) make up over half of Earths’ population, 99.999% of them are completely
oblivious to the fact that original Christianity was founded upon the writings of a fella called
Iokobos Tsedeq or “James the Just” who was Yeshua’s brother (Yeshua was renamed
“Iesous” by the Greeks and later in the 1500s “Jesus” under the authority of King James
when the letter “J” and the English language/alphabet was finalized). Get ready for another
eye opener!

This will be of interest to absolutely everyone regardless of their faith or lack of
it because the people from the largest religions on earth have been blatantly
misled and LIED TO about the most important facet of their religions, THE
LAW! Here’s the smoking gun from Jeremiah 31:31; “Behold, the days come, saith the
LORD, that I will make a new covenant (meaning agreement/LAWs) with the house of
Israel, and with the house of Judah”.
So, what happened, why didn’t we receive the new laws, where did they go??? Well, most
Christians will know it was Yeshua himself who later said this from Mathew 5:17; “Think
not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to
fulfill”. Below is that simple, 12 point fulfillment or “new covenant” of the LAW that Yeshua
brought to mankind which has been suppressed by members of “the group” for nearly 2,000
years, until now. Ask yourself if it sounds like something a very, very decent and
humane person would espouse;

1. Ye shall not take away the life of any creature for your pleasure, nor for your profit, nor yet
torment it.
2. Ye shall not steal the goods of any, nor gather lands and riches to yourselves, beyond your
need or use.
3. Ye shall not eat the flesh, nor drink the blood of any slaughtered creature, nor yet anything
which bringeth disorder to your health or senses.

4. Ye shall not make impure marriages, where love and health are not, nor yet corrupt
yourselves, or any creature made pure by the Holy.
5. Ye shall not bear false witness against any, nor willfully deceive any by a lie to hurt them.
6. Ye shall not do unto others, as ye would not that others should do unto you.
7. Ye shall worship One Eternal, the Father-Mother in Heaven, of Whom are all things, and
reverence the holy Name.
8. Ye shall revere your fathers and your mothers on earth, whose care is for you, and all the
Teachers of Righteousness.
9. Ye shall cherish and protect the weak, and those who are oppressed, and all creatures that
suffer wrong.
10. Ye shall work with your hands the things that are good and seemly; so shalt ye eat the
fruits of the earth, and live long in the land.
11. Ye shall purify yourselves daily and rest the Seventh Day from labour, keeping holy the
Sabbaths and the Festival of YHWH.
12. Ye shall do unto others as ye would that others should do unto you.

You’ll be able to download that short but illuminating text which has been intentionally
obfuscated by “the group” for nearly 2,000 years in a minute, but while finishing up here . . .
keep asking yourself this; are you O.K. with any of this evil bullshit? If your opinion could
ACTUALLY make a difference in every case of evil and corruption, would you use it? Would
you vote to end wars, depopulation, corruption, inequality and all of this sick crap being done
by leaders of YOUR country? Would you like to have a real say in such matters?

IF . . .
YOU could change the world and YOUR
FUTURE, drastically for the better, and
at no cost or risk to you, by simply
voting within a “real democratic
platform” would you do it?

Well, that’s what we’re here to do, the Affirmative Action Alliance is going to give YOU a say
in ALL facets of YOUR life! And it’s a good thing because everything here should make you
wonder how far we are from this;

START THINKING THIS INSTEAD;

In the end, only 15% of US farmlands are now being used to grow food for people,
much of which is intentionally planted with low yielding crops and/or varieties of lessor
nutritional or caloric value. And ALL of this has been done 100% intentionally by the group
in that video above.
You can rest assured NONE of this is happenstance or “by mistake”. You’ve just
learned that American farms ALONE could easily have fed the entire world
THREE TO SIX TIMES OVER were it not for the existence of this evil biblical
group and their psychotic plans to murder 93% of humanity in the coming
years! Are YOU O.K. with all of this?

The biblical group we’re talking about literally joke about this kind of stuff, they
think killing We The People in the most horrible and degrading ways possible is
funny.

Many think only people in 3rd world countries need to worry about this however, consider
the SIXTY MILLION WHITE CHRISTIANS who were raped, murdered, diseased and/or
starved to death at the hands of Hitler in WWII. (He was from the same biblical group as
YOUR current leaders by the way! They’ve used war, poverty, drugs and prisons to kill tens
of millions of white Americans in just the last century.) Here’s some starving white
Germans, again, they were mostly Christians and a few Atheists awaiting their deaths in
a WWII internment camp.

Not to get off track here but everyone really needs to realize it’s not about geography or race,
it’s all about religion! If you’re not part of their psychotic little religonut tribe from birth, you
are their mortal enemy. This is how it’s always been. Consider the bombing of Dresden
Germany, a beautiful city of 1.2 million whites, mostly Christians which had ZERO tactical
value was literally leveled by US and British planes with over 4,000 TONS or 8 MILLION
POUNDS of bombs and incendiaries (super high heat materials that literally burn people
to death and destroy infrastructure). Keep in mind these are WHITE Christians and Atheists
who this same group indiscriminately wasted for absolutely no reason other than bigoted
hatred for them.

If you’re a Christian, Muslim or Atheist of any race, you’d better wake up to this
REALITY fast because regardless of what you’ve heard our leaders of current
say about themselves being Christians, Muslims or Atheists, NONE of them
actually are! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A REAL CHRISTIAN, MUSLIM OR
ATHEIST WHO HARBORS HATRED FOR THE REST OF MANKIND, ANIMALS
AND THE EARTH LIKE THESE PSYCHOPATHS DO! They absolutely despise
ALL OF US which is why it’s always been REAL Christians, Muslims & Atheists
who’ve exiled them from 108 countries on Earth!
But back to starvation; so, white children obviously don’t have it any better, there’s zero
mercy from this sick and insane group;

Below are two American soldiers in PreWWII Minnesota who volunteered to be
experimented upon to learn more about malnutrition for our government.

As if the govt didn’t already know enough about this cruel and heartless activity after starving
out all the American indians.

This map tells the real story about America, click on it for a high res version;

100 million people lived here for 10s of thousands of years without modern farming or
ranching technology and outside of accidents, NOBODY starved. The thing is, Earth (the
portion you know about) has about 9 Billion + acres of agricultural land available so, we
could reasonably feed 225 Billion people,THIRTY TWO TIMES more than the 7 Billion
now!!! This is undeniable, prima-facie, numerical evidence that we have all been lied to in an
attempt to make us hate humanity and accept widespread malnutrition, starvation and death
for billions of innocent people. EVEN THOUGH IT’S TOTALLY, EASILY AND WAIT . . . . . . .
AUTOMATICALLY CORRECTABLE UPON THE REMOVAL OF THIS INSANE GROUP
OF MURDEROUS RACISTS FROM POWER!
Restated; literally ALL of humanities’ coming problems will be due to the existence of ONE
group of people. It will either be THEM because THEY’VE SUCCEEDED AT DOING
ALL OF THIS, or it would be THE WEAK AMONG US who allowed it to continue
by not using our simple and effective Initiatives on our Ballot to vote for the
removal of “this group” from power. You’ll see the first 12 initiatives on the AAA Ballot
in a few minutes but it basically goes like this;
We The People Hereby Choose; there will be no more sickening oppression of We The
People, no more senseless, unnecessary, torturous abuse of animals, no poisons in our air,
water, soils, food or vaccines, no satanic secret societies, no ridiculous wars over power,
religion or money, no more propaganda, no more malnutrition or starvation of We The
People anywhere, far less disease/sickness, no more government, corporate or church
corruption (without severe penalties) and infinitely more love, goodness, harmony,
peace and prosperity on Earth . . . once we vote to eliminate this sick group of evil, lying,
bigoted psychopaths from power!
Hence if you don’t want to die prematurely, or to continue being lied to and treated like a
fool by your leaders, or to have our youths beaten down and enslaved (just for starters on a
long list of hellish things) by an evil, oppressive, communist government you’ll want to read
on and take some simple, SAFE, effective and entirely LEGAL action by voting with us!
And FYI, depopulation is but ONE reason among many others why they know they’re going
to be hated, despised and “killed in the streets” by caring, awakened people around the
world who don’t have any other options such as the Affirmative Action Alliance. (This is the
reason “they” have a hate/love relationship with the AAA and dare not try to
impede our progress) It’s also why good people like YOU want to support this
organization with all of your heart and soul just like we have!
IT’S BECAUSE THE Affirmative Action Alliance HAS THE ONLY PEACEFUL,
GUARANTEED SOLUTION TO END THIS HELLISH NIGHTMARE OF BIGOTED
OPPRESSION AND SLOW, PREMEDITATED MURDER OF WE THE PEOPLE.
(And be forewarned, we’ve only covered starvation, there are many, many other
methods of depopulation occurring in the USA right now!)
Take birth control for example. Let’s see what Margaret Sanger the 1923 founder of the
“American Birth Control League” (now known as “Planned Parenthood”) had to say about
things;

“We are paying for, and even submitting to, the dictates of an ever-increasing, unceasingly
spawning class of human beings who never should have been born at all”
“Birth control must lead ultimately to a cleaner race.”
“Like the advocates of Birth Control, the eugenists, for instance, are seeking to assist the
race toward the elimination of the unfit.”
“There is no doubt in the minds of all thinking people that the procreation of this group
should be stopped.”
“More children from the fit, less from the unfit, that is the chief aim of birth control.”
“All of our problems are the result of over-breeding among the working class“
“The most merciful thing that a large family does to one of its infant members is to kill it.”
“Such human weeds clog up the path, drain up the energies and the resources of this little
earth.” (uh-oh, there’s some tiny earth propaganda and just look at how it’s
being used to justify mass murder and eugenics!)

So, planned parenthood was actually “planned depopulation” for We The People and look, it
worked!

Since this group is EXTREMELY BIGOTED, everyday African Americans (but not those of
their tribe) were targeted long ago as well;

But don’t let that fool you, depopulation in our day and age has nothing to do with the color
of your skin because many members of “the group” began race mixing millennia ago. So, they
come in all colors now. AND TO REPEAT, there are many, many other methods of
depopulation in the works right now, most involving slow, imperceptible
poisonings designed to make WTP infertile, stupid and/or dead. For instance; this
is the same group behind all those “funny looking clouds” we’ve all been seeing increase
since around 1995.

Hey, what a coincidence! That 6 pointed star dates back to ancient Sumeria, the cradle of
civilization, and has since been known as the star of Remphran, Amen, Zeus, Molech, Chiun,
Beelzebub, Yaldabaoth, Lucifer and Satan, to mention just a few names of the evil and
murderous deceitful one. Isn’t it odd that six pointed star is also the one the Walton
family’s new sun logo appears to have been fashioned after?

You see, it forms a satanic six pointed “HEXagram” and/or a satanic six sided “HEXagon”.
What’s that you say, you thought the 5 pointed pentagram was the satanic symbol? Think
again! For this group, the pentagram is the lessor key of Solomon, the hexagram is the
greater, see how their logo fits perfectly in the latter on the reverse (the one on the right) of a
satanic “talisman” or “amulet” used by this very same biblical group of Babylonian Talmud
reading satanists around the world for millennia;

They actually like to think of themselves as magis (magicians) sorcerers, warlocks, witches,
light workers and members of the coven (covenant) but they are of the “synagogue of satan”
as revealed in the bible. (see Rev 2:9 and 3:9) And take very careful note that
regardless of what you believe about the bible or satan, BIBLICAL SATANISM
ITSELF (not the kiddie versions of Temple of Set or Church of Satan created by CIA
operatives back in the 60s and 70s) IS AS REAL AS APPLE PIE AND WHISKEY IN
AMERICA!!!
And by the way, for those who don’t recall, here’s the Waltons’ original logo;

Do you think the Waltons with their $150 Billion net worth know they used the satanic
pentagram and hexagram from antiquity in their logos? And what about the leaders of China
who chose the satanic pentagram as well? Hey, could they be from “the group”? And are they
all communists . . . “real life, satanic, evil, lying, hateful, bigoted, oppressive, murderous,
freedom and innocence hating communists???”
THEY SURE ARE and we have the worlds’ best (and most censored/banned) video
about what they’re using those clouds for at the Goyim Gazette. But for now let’s
just focus on the very well documented FACT that they contain nano sized particles of
aluminum oxide, the very same heavy metal that’s in many of the vaccines being pushed on
We The People today. And just look who’s headed up the charge with their cute little
HEXagram bandaid . . .

But “the group” who’s subverted our govt told us vaccinations are good for us right? Yah,
sure they are. Just like ethanol is a good fuel additive and we need poisoned flesh from our
tortured animal friends to live.

Biblical satanism is Based on Murder, Opposites and
Deception.

Did you know the Bible actually has a prophecy that says our leaders will
drug/poison our minds so badly that We The People won’t be able to know God or
his Servants? Well it does!
The Bible Tells Us We Will Be Dumbed Down by Being Drugged by Our
Evil, Satanic Leaders!
Revelation 18:23, “And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in
thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no
more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the
earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.”

See the interlinear (an English to Original Language side by side of the texts) for
the last part of that sentence;
. . . for hoti (#3754) by en (#1722) thy sou (#4675) >

sorceries pharmakeia
(#5331) < were all pas (#3956) > nations ethnos (#1484) <
deceived.planao (#4105)

FYI; The word “NATIONS” or “ethnos” means We The People NOT of merchants
or the group of “great men of earth”. Next we Have the Word “SORCERIES”
Which is in Both Hebrew and Greek is “pharmakeia”. Here’s the Official Definition
of pharmakeia From Strong’s Concordance
and
Thayer’s Greek Lexicon
.

(for the original hebrew texts)
(for the original greek texts)

Strong’s #5331: pharmakeia (pronounced far-mak-i’-ah)
from 5332; medication (“pharmacy”), i.e. (by extension) magic (literally or
figuratively):–sorcery, witchcraft.

Thayer’s Greek Lexicon:
pharmakeia
1) the use or the administering of drugs
2) poisoning
3) sorcery, magical arts, often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it
4) metaphorically the deceptions and seductions of idolatry
Part of Speech: noun feminine
Relation: from G5332

So, the original word for “sorceries” used in Rev 18:23 is “pharmakeia”
which is where we get the modern word “pharmacy” today. Satanism is
Based on Murder, Deception and Opposites All of Which Are Made Easier
to Perform if The Victims Brains Can’t Function the Way God Intended!

Hence, do you really think it’s an accident that the United States, with the most aggressive
“recommended” infant vaccination schedule, also has the highest infant mortality for the
first day of life, the first year of life and the first five years of life, of all the “advanced”
nations. See for yourself, NUMBERS DON’T LIE;

WARNING: “Recommended” vaccinations on the CDC’s Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP) schedule are converted into “mandates” (as used on that
graphic above) by corrupt politicians and brainwashed/bribed pediatricians who deceitfully
tell parents the vaccines are “required” BUT THEY’RE NOT!
Note the word “Mandatory” used again on the graphic below like many commonly found on
the web, that friends is propaganda from “the group” who know it’s NOT illegal to NOT
vaccinate their own kids!

ONE GOOD QUESTION IS; if mothers are tested for
Hepatitis B before giving birth and the only ways to get
HepB are from blood or saliva, why would ANY CHILD ever
need to be vaccinated for it??? THE ANSWER; Because
biblical satanism IS based on Murder, Opposites and
Deception!!!

And along with all the aluminum and mercury in our vaccines, let’s not forget about all the
mercury “the group” has intentionally pushed and trained American dentists to use while
much of the rest of the world has been working on phasing it out!

Everyone knows that mercury is poison and yet we allow “them” to put it in our vaccines and
our children’s mouths where it will begin outgassing for the rest of their and our lives. Just
consider the following in terms of the amounts of this toxic metal in our mouths which is also
toxic to our environment;

0.5 of a gram of mercury goes into each
amalgam filling. If an environmental agency
found that much mercury in a TEN ACRE
LAKE it would be considered toxic and
they’d put warnings out! The average
American has 7 fillings, which is enough
mercury to poison a SEVENTY ACRE LAKE!

Do You Know YOUR Mortal Enemy Yet??? They’re living
right along side of you covertly while calling themselves
Christians, Muslims and Atheists but they’re NOT!!!
Has All This Gotten Your Attention?

FYI: All of this is Why We Want to Pass a Law to Make Voting With
Our Ballot (which exposes and defeats these subversives) After
Reading 2 Short AAA Newsletters here (about 1 hour total read
time) Legally Mandatory for ALL Americans to Retain Citizenship.
When You’re Done Here, Tell Us if You Agree!

I’m Ready for serious CHANGE! How about you?

If you like the truth and want a better world like I do, you have my personal
guarantee that this and the rest of our sites indexed at ItsASign.com contain the
worlds most useful, suppressed and enlightening information publishable.

And By the Way, We Are NOW HIRING!
If you’d like be one of the people with the best, most rewarding job in the
world, give us a ring!

509-670-3022

There are only 2 comments below, when you’re
done here you’ll be ready for the more uplifting
side of this SHORT but highly informative AND
EMPOWERING site! Enjoy the Truth!
No Comments

